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Languages have several grammatical means of expressing the relation between speaker and ad-

dressee, including speech-style particles, politeness pronouns, allocutive marking, and honorifics.
Despite the similarity in the meaning they convey, these politeness markers fall into two distribu-
tional classes: some (‘content-oriented markers of politeness’) can occur in complement clauses,
while others (‘utterance-oriented markers of politeness’) are restricted to matrix contexts. Focus-
ing on speech-style markers in Korean and second-person pronouns in Romance languages (espe-
cially Italian), we develop a dynamic pragmatics model of the distinct kind of meaning that they
encode and provide an analysis that accounts for their distributional differences.*
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1. Grammatical patterns for expressing social relations. In this article we in-
vestigate the syntax and semantics of ‘politeness’, the ways in which languages encode
in their grammars information about the social relation between two individuals—
whether they are on equal terms, or one is deferential to the other, and so forth. As pointed
out by Comrie (1976), languages can morphosyntactically express these types of social
relations in at least two ways.1 One consists in expressing information about the relation
between the speaker and the referent of a noun phrase. For example, the polite and fa-
miliar pronouns in French, Italian, and German express whether the speaker is in a for-
mal or a familiar relationship with the referent of the pronoun, who is the addressee of
the utterance. Another way of expressing politeness in the grammar consists of encoding
information about the relation between the speaker and the addressee without the ad-
dressee necessarily being a participant in the event denoted by the predicate. The speech-
style particles of Korean provide an example of this type. They do not refer to an entity,
so they do not contribute to the propositional content of the sentence, but they convey in-
formation about the social dimension of the utterance: the relation between speaker and
addressee, and the formality of the situation in which their interaction takes place. We call
the first kind of politeness markers content-oriented markers of politeness, and
the second utterance-oriented markers of politeness.2
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1 There are also other ways to express politeness, for example, with indirectness (Would you mind telling
me … ?), lexical choice (e.g. washroom/bathroom/toilet/can), or titles and epithets (sir/buddy/son) (Brown &
Levinson 1987, among others). We focus exclusively here on the analysis of those morphological forms and
syntactic patterns that meet the descriptions we offer below.

2 Other terms for a similar distinction are ‘referent honorifics’ vs. ‘addressee honorifics’ (Comrie 1976),
‘propositional’ vs. ‘performative’ honorifics (Harada 1976, among others), and ‘utterance honorifics’ vs. ‘ar-
gument honorifics’ (McCready 2019).
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A key grammatical difference between content-oriented and utterance-oriented mark-
ers is that the former can be readily embedded, but in many cases the latter cannot be. Our
main goal in this article is to better understand this difference. To accomplish this, we
conduct a study of speech-style particles in Korean, identifying the syntactic and seman-
tic/pragmatic properties that determine their embeddability. We propose that the ‘unem-
beddable’ particles are represented syntactically in a specific layer of the high periphery
of the clause (cP), and argue that they cannot be embedded because of the type of mean-
ing they express, which is not appropriate to serve as the argument of a predicate. We then
ask why content-oriented markers are not restricted in the same way; we propose that
they do not themselves directly mark politeness information, but rather are dependent 
on a (possibly null) c in the root clause that does so. This idea allows us to capture the
generalization that these markers contribute to semantic content by referring to an indi-
vidual, while also explaining how they express a social relation between speaker or ad-
dressee and that individual.

In the remainder of this section, we describe and motivate in greater detail the dis-
tinction between content- and utterance-oriented markers and highlight their distribu-
tional difference.

1.1. Content-oriented markers of politeness. Content-oriented markers refer to
an entity, and this referent is contributed as an ordinary argument to the propositional
content of the sentence; moreover, they express information about the relation between
the speaker and that entity. We look at two examples.
Politeness pronouns. Some languages distinguish pronouns that mark whether the

speaker and the addressee are on familiar terms or in a more distant/formal relation.
This contrast is sometimes referred to as ‘the T/V distinction’ after French tu/vous. In
Italian, for example, a T form (tu, ti, te) is used if the addressee is a friend or a relative,
while the V form (Lei, Le) is used by children to adults who are not close friends or rel-
atives, or among adults who are not close.3

(1) Gli infermieri ti/Le porteranno un bicchiere d’acqua.
the nurses you.fam/you.polwill.bring a glass of-water

‘The nurses will bring you a glass of water.’ 
These pronouns can readily be embedded.

(2) Hanno detto che gli infermieri ti/Le porteranno un bicchiere
have said that the nurses you.fam/you.polwill.bring a glass

d’acqua.
of-water

‘They said that the nurses will bring you a glass of water.’
Note that the familiarity or deference is not attributed to the matrix subject, but to the
speaker. In other words, the politeness meaning is not semantically embedded, though
the pronoun is syntactically in an embedded clause.
Honorifics. Some languages have honorifics that express the relation between the

speaker and the referent of a noun phrase (which may or may not be the addressee). In
Korean, for instance, the speaker’s deference and respect toward the referent of the sub-
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3 Abbreviations used in glosses are as follows: abs: absolutive, acc: accusative, alloc: allocutive, aux:
auxiliary, comp: complementizer, decl: declarative, f: feminine, fam: familiar, form: formal, hon: hon-
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pln: plain, pol: polite, prs: present, pst: past, q: question particle, semiform: semiformal, top: topic, voc:
vocative.



ject is expressed by the honorific nominative particle -kkeyse and the honorific affix -si
on the verb.

(3) Wuli pwumonim-kkeyse ecey o-si-ess-ta.
our parents-nom.hon yesterday come-hon-pst-decl

‘My parents came yesterday.’
Honorifics, like politeness pronouns, are readily embeddable.

(4) Inho-ka pwumonim-kkeyse ecey o-si-ess-ta-ko
Inho-nom parents-nom.hon yesterday come-hon-pst-decl-comp

malhayss-ta.
said-decl

‘Inho said his parents came yesterday.’
1.2. Utterance-oriented markers of politeness. Utterance-oriented markers do

not contribute a referent to the propositional content. They convey only information
concerning the relation between speaker and addressee, and sometimes the formality of
the utterance context. We mention three examples.
Speech-style particles. Korean marks the relation between speaker and addressee

and the formality of the utterance situation with a group of sentence-final particles tra-
ditionally called ‘speech-style particles’. For example, the particle -supnita indicates
that the addressee is older or socially higher than the speaker, the context of utterance is
formal, and the sentence is a declarative.

(5) Ecey pi-ka o-ass-supnita.
yesterday rain-nom come-pst-decl.form

‘It rained yesterday.’
With one exception to be discussed later, these speech-style particles cannot be embedded.

(6) *Inho-ka [ecey pi-ka o-ass-supnita-ko]
*Inho-nom [yesterday rain-nom come-pst-decl.form-comp]

malhayss-supnita.
said-decl.form

‘Inho said that it rained yesterday.’
Allocutive marking. Allocutive markers in Basque signal an addressee that is not

an argument of the verb and is on ‘familiar terms’ with the speaker (Oyharçabal 1993,
Hualde & Ortiz de Urbina 2003). We see an example in 7: when allocutive marking is
present, the auxiliary form da is replaced by duk or dun depending on the gender of 
the addressee.

(7) a. Jon etorri da. (Hualde & Ortiz de Urbina 2003)
Jon come aux.3abs

‘Jon has come.’
b. Jon etorri duk.

Jon come aux.3abs.2m.alloc
‘Jon has come.’ (to a familiar male addressee)

c. Jon etorri dun.
Jon come aux.3abs.2f.alloc

‘Jon has come.’ (to a familiar female addressee)
Miyagawa (2012) analyzes allocutive marking as ϕ-feature agreement, because it is in
complementary distribution with person agreement on the auxiliary. Crucially, accord-
ing to Hualde and Ortiz de Urbina (2003:243), allocutivity is ‘strictly a main clause
phenomenon’ (though they mention that, in certain regions, younger speakers allow al-
locutive forms in completive clauses).
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Japanese -mas. The Japanese verbal particle -mas conveys the speaker’s politeness
toward the addressee and the formality of the utterance situation.

(8) Peter-wa sushi-o tabe-mas-i-ta.
Peter-top sushi-acc eat-mas-decl.pst 

‘Peter ate sushi.’
It cannot be embedded as standard indirect discourse (Miyagawa 2012:89).4

(9) Hanako-wa [dare-ga kuru/*ki-mas-u ka] sitte i-mas-u.
Hanako-top [who-nom come/come-mas-prs q] know mas-prs

‘Hanako knows who is coming.’
We are not the first to notice the similarities between the speech-style particles of Ko-

rean, allocutive agreement in Basque, and Japanese -mas. Antonov (2015:59–60) noted
it, too. What we want to emphasize is the striking restriction on their distributions (al-
ready noted by Miyagawa 2012 for Basque and Japanese): the fact that all three of these
utterance-oriented markers are ‘main clause phenomena’.

1.3. The interlocutor-addressee. Our analysis of content-oriented and utterance-
oriented markers hinges on a distinction within the general, pretheoretic concept of ‘ad-
dressee’. We need to separate utterances that are used with a specific addressee, on the
one hand, and those that have a nonspecific or generic addressee, or no addressee at all,
on the other. It is especially revealing to look at imperatives when trying to understand
what it is for a sentence to have or lack a specific addressee. Consider the imperative in
10; it is most likely to be used in a context with a specific addressee.

(10) Please, have some tea!
In contrast, consider a sign in front of a monkey exhibit at a zoo with the words in 11; it
is not directed at a specific individual, and we might say that it has a generic addressee.

(11) Do not feed the monkeys!
(Of course 10 can also be used without a specific addressee, and 11 can be used with
one; we are using the examples to evoke natural contexts for each.)

We characterize the difference between 10 and 11 in terms of the notion of an inter-
locutor. In 10, we understand that a particular speaker and addressee are interlocutors
of one another within a particular communicative interaction. In 11, by contrast, we un-
derstand a meaning in which the speaker (or author) is not interacting with his or her ad-
dressee(s) as an interlocutor. The addressee is merely the individual(s) toward whom
the prohibition is targeted or directed, namely, anyone who comes to view the exhibit.
We refer to an addressee who is an interlocutor of the speaker as an interlocutor-
addressee. When an utterance does not have an interlocutor-addressee, either its ad-
dressee is understood as generic or nonspecific, or it has no addressee at all.

As we will see, there are often important grammatical differences between sentences
that are used with an interlocutor-addressee and those that are used without one. For ex-
ample, as pointed out by Palmer (2001:114), in many languages a nonfinite or nominal-
ized clause is used to express imperative-like meaning in the absence of an interlocutor.
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according to Miyagawa (2012:86) it cannot typically occur in a complement clause. He quotes Harada (1976:
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on embedding make -mas different from content-oriented markers.



In Italian such imperatives employ the infinitival form of the verb, rather than the im-
perative form. The example below is taken from a set of school rules.

(12) Italian
Negli armadi o negli scaffali disporre in basso i materiali più
in.the closets or in.the shelves put.inf in low the materials more

pesanti.
heavy

‘In closets and shelves, place the heavier materials in the lower areas.’
German also uses the infinitive, as in the following example from Truckenbrodt (2006).

(13) German
Bitte von der Bahnsteigkante zurücktreten.
please from the edge.of.the.track step.back.inf

‘Please step back from the edge of the track!’
Though English can use the normal imperative form in the absence of a specific ad-
dressee, as in 11, it also allows a nonfinite form, the gerund.5

(14) No feeding the monkeys!
We do not give a syntactic or semantic analysis of 12–14 in this article, but the differ-
ences between such sentences and ordinary imperatives suggest that there are structural
differences between sentences used with and without an interlocutor-addressee. In §2
we show that the type of politeness marked by the speech-style particles in Korean in-
volves the relation between the speaker and an interlocutor-addressee (not a generic or
nonspecific addressee), and we propose that there is a special syntax associated with the
interlocutor-addressee.

1.4. Overview of the analysis. Our analysis has a syntactic component and a se-
mantic/pragmatic component. Within the syntax, we propose a functional projection,
the cP, which can be present in root but not in embedded clauses. Taking a perspective
similar to that of Haegeman and Hill (2013), we argue that material in c encodes ‘po-
liteness’ meanings that involve social relations between the speaker and interlocutor.
Crucially, c is the syntactic position for utterance-oriented markers.

The hypothesis that cP can be present in root but not in embedded clauses makes in-
tuitive sense. The root sentence is the unit of utterance, and embedded clauses are only
uttered as part of it; thus it might seem natural that properties of the utterance context
can only be expressed in the root clause. The idea would be that we incorporate certain
types of meanings in the last stages of deriving a root sentence’s interpretation because
there they have ‘access to the discourse context’ through a process that applies to com-
plete utterances only. We believe that something like this is true, but unless it is ex-
pressed more precisely, we cannot understand the apparent exceptions, such as the fact
that content-oriented markers of politeness, which incorporate similar meanings, are
not restricted to occurring in root clauses.

The semantic component of our analysis begins with the idea that the grammatical
forms under investigation relate in a special way to the social relationship between the
speaker and interlocutor. For example, the meaning of a formal speech-style particle or
V-form pronoun does not simply say that the speaker and interlocutor are in a formal re-
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lationship, but it actively or ‘performatively’ serves to establish the relationship as
 formal. We model the grammatically relevant aspects of this relationship in a new com-
ponent of the discourse context, the participant structure, and provide a dynamic
pragmatic analysis that shows how the use of a grammatical marker of politeness 
affects the participant structure and ultimately the interlocutors’ common-ground un-
derstanding of the nature of their interaction. Our pragmatic model builds on a multidi-
mensional semantic framework that draws on previous theories of honorifics and
pronouns, like Potts & Kawahara 2004.

At the syntax-semantics interface, the forms that performatively affect the participant
structure in this way are associated with the c position. This connection suggests that
the unembeddability of cP ultimately comes down to the type of meanings that are en-
coded there. In pursuit of this intuition, we propose that utterance-oriented markers (re-
alized in c) cannot be embedded because their meanings are incompatible with the
semantic processes associated with sentential complementation. In contrast, content-
oriented markers are not instantiations of c. We propose that they indicate social rela-
tions by being dependent on c in the root clause. In order to incorporate these ideas into
linguistic theory in a more precise way, we build on proposals about sentential embed-
ding from Chierchia (1984) and about pronouns from Baker (2008) and Kratzer (2009).

Although we focus on the syntax and semantics of the interlocutor-addressee in this
article, it is clear from the literature that a very similar range of issues arises concerning
the speaker. For example, some languages make a distinction in politeness among first-
person pronouns (e.g. Thai; McCready 2014), and honorifics typically mark the relation
between the speaker and an entity to be honored. It would be productive to undertake a
more extensive study of the speaker in syntax and semantics, and to build more explicit
connections to existing work on the expression of speaker, addressee, and other indi-
viduals relevant to the speech act in syntax (Sigurðsson 2004, 2014, Speas 2004,
Bianchi 2006, Giorgi 2010, Miyagawa 2012, Haegeman & Hill 2013, Zu 2013, 2015,
2018, Heim et al. 2014, Hill 2014, among others).

2. Speech-style particles in korean. In this section we examine a group of Korean
sentence-final particles traditionally called ‘speech-style particles’. They express clause
type, the relation that holds between speaker and addressee, and the formality of the ut-
terance situation. Interestingly, some of them can be embedded, while others cannot. We
show that the key to understanding the restrictions on embedding lies in whether the par-
ticles express the relation between the speaker and interlocutor-addressee. This finding
leads us to draw a new distinction among the elements traditionally classified as speech-
style particles in Korean: we argue that some convey information about both clause type
and the speaker-interlocutor relation, while others convey information about clause type
only. Once we make this distinction, their distribution becomes much clearer.

2.1. Overview of speech styles in korean. Korean exhibits a rich system of
speech styles. There is no agreement on their exact number: while some linguists iden-
tify as few as three or four (Kwon 1992, Nam 2001), a commonly held view is that there
are six: formal, polite, semiformal, familiar, intimate, and plain (Martin 1992, Suh
1996, Sohn 1999, Pak 2008). They are exemplified in 15.

(15) a. Inho-ka choysen-ul ta ha-ess-supnita.
Inho-nom best-acc all do-pst-decl.form

b. Inho-ka choysen-ul ta ha-ess-eyo.
Inho-nom best-acc all do-pst-decl.pol
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c. Inho-ka choysen-ul ta ha-ess-o.
Inho-nom best-acc all do-pst-decl.semiform

d. Inho-ka choysen-ul ta ha-ess-ney.
Inho-nom best-acc all do-pst-decl.fam

e. Inho-ka choysen-ul ta ha-ess-e.
Inho-nom best-acc all do-pst-decl.intim

f. Inho-ka choysen-ul ta ha-ess-ta.
Inho-nom best-acc all do-pst-decl.pln

‘Inho did his best.’
The formal style (or deferential style) is generally used to express deference to an in-

terlocutor, such as a high official, a professor, or one’s employer or superior, in formal
situations. The polite style is used to express politeness toward the interlocutor in a situ-
ation that is not formal. The semiformal style is restricted to a special register, predomi-
nantly used by older male speakers, and is gradually disappearing. The familiar style is
also associated with a special register, predominantly used among older male speakers
who are not close, and is often adopted by parents-in-law talking to a son-in-law. The in-
timate style (or half-talk style) is most commonly used among family members and close
friends. It indicates a close relationship between the interlocutors and can be intermixed
with the polite speech style and the plain speech style. The plain style is typically used
by adults to children, by older siblings to younger ones, by children among themselves,
and by adults in a close relationship. Unlike the other speech styles, however, the plain
style can also be used in contexts that lack a specific interlocutor-addressee, such as writ-
ten texts (e.g. newspapers, professional expositions, and personal diaries). In these con-
texts, in fact, only the plain speech style can be used (Martin 1992, Sohn 1999), a
restriction that leads us to view it as different from the other speech styles.

Speech styles exhibit an interesting restriction: clauses in the formal, polite, semifor-
mal, familiar, and intimate styles cannot be embedded, across clause types (see 16a for
the formal style). Only the plain style can occur in a complement clause (cf. 16b).

(16) a. *Inho-ka sensayngnim-kkey [choysen-ul ta ha-ess-supnita-ko]
*Inho-nom teacher-to [best-acc all do-pst-decl.form-comp]

malhayss-ta.
said-decl.pln

b. *Inho-ka sensayngnim-kkey [choysen-ul ta ha-ess-ta-ko]
**Inho-nom teacher-to [best-acc all do-pst-decl.pln-comp]

malhayss-ta.
said-decl.pln

‘Inho told the teacher that he did his best.’
Hence, the plain speech style is unique in that (i) it can be used in contexts that lack a
specific interlocutor-addressee and (ii) it can be used in a complement clause, across
clause types. In the next subsection we examine the special status of the plain speech-
style particles.

2.2. The plain speech style. The sentences in 17 are traditionally classified as
being in plain speech style. Note that the interrogative and the imperative clause have
two distinct particles for this speech style.6
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(17) a. Inho-ka choysen-ul ta ha-ess-ta. (declarative)
Inho-nom best-acc all do-pst-decl.pln

‘Inho did his best.’
b. Inho-ka choysen-ul ta ha-ess-(nu)nya/ni? (interrogative)

Inho-nom best-acc all do-pst-int.pln
‘Did Inho do his best?’

c. Choysen-ul ta ha-la/ela! (imperative)
best-acc all do-imp.pln

‘Do your best!’
Plain speech-style particles are said to occur in embedded clauses. However, embedded
interrogatives allow only -nya (not -ni),7 and embedded imperatives allow only -la 
(not -ela).

(18) Yumi-ka Inho-hanthey [choysen-ul ta ha-ess-(nu)nya/*ni-ko]
Yumi-nom Inho-to [best-acc all do-pst-int.pln-comp]

mwul-ess-ta.
ask-pst-decl.pln

‘Yumi asked Inho if he did his best.’
(19) Yumi-ka Inho-hanthey [choysen-ul ta ha-la/*ela-ko] malha-ess-ta.

Yumi-nom Inho-to [best-acc all do-imp-comp] say-pst-decl.pln
‘Yumi told Inho to do his best.’

We argue that the difference in the embeddability of these particles reflects a difference
in their syntactic and semantic properties: the ones that cannot occur in complement
clauses mark both the speaker-interlocutor relation and clause type, whereas the ones
that can occur in complement clauses mark clause type only.

Let us start with imperatives. As discussed in Pak 2008 and Pak et al. 2013, -(u)la 
is possible in root clauses only when the clause is uttered to people in general (and 
not to a specific interlocutor), as in rally or protest cries, in mottos, and in the Ten 
Commandments.8

(20) a. Na-lul ttala-o-la! (rally cry)
I-acc follow-come-imp

‘Follow me!’
b. Cengcikha-la! (class motto)

honest-imp
‘Be honest!’

c. Totwukcil ha-ci mal-la. (from the Ten Commandments)
steal do-ci neg-imp

‘Do not steal.’
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ii(i) Motwu tul-ula!
everyone listen-imp.pln 

‘Everyone listen!’
i(ii) Ku coyin-ul tangcang teylye o-la!

that offender rightaway bring come-imp.pln
‘Bring the offender right this moment!’

Grammatically, this individual is not treated as an interlocutor-addressee; presumably this is because no sub-
ject is deemed worthy of being an interlocutor of the king. (The king would use a different style in private
conversations.)



In contrast, -ela must be used when talking to a specific person. For example, if a stu-
dent misbehaves and a teacher is scolding him, -ela (realized as -ala) is the only possi-
ble form.

(21) Na-lul ttala-o-#la/ala! (…) Cengcikha-#la/ala!
I-acc follow-come-imp (…) honest-imp

‘Follow me!’ (…) ‘Be honest!’
This shows that the two forms are not in free variation: -ela marks clause type and con-
veys information on the speaker-interlocutor relation (hence requiring an utterance con-
text with an interlocutor). In contrast, -(u)la marks only clause type; therefore it can be
used in the absence of an interlocutor. In fact, it cannot be used when an interlocutor is
present (except in very special circumstances, such as the king’s speech mentioned in
footnotes 8 and 9).

Turning to interrogatives, here too we argue that the two particles -ni and -nya are not
in free variation, but differ in whether they convey information on the speaker-inter-
locutor relation. As noted by many scholars, only -nya can be used in contexts where
there is no specific interlocutor, such as self-directed and/or rhetorical questions, or in
writing (Lee 1991, Sohn 1999, Brown 2011, Brown & Yeon 2015, among others), as
shown in 22.9 In contrast, -ni can be used when a question is directed to a specific per-
son, as in 23. In particular, it is felicitous in root clauses when directed to an interlocu-
tor who is younger and close to the speaker, as it is argued to carry a connotation of
softness and closeness, expressing intimacy (cf. Lee & Ramsey 2000, Han 2002, Cho
2005, Choo 2005, Park 2006, Brown 2011, among others).

(22) a. Onul nalssi-ka way ilehkey coh-nya? (talking to oneself )
today weather-nom why like.this good-int.pln

‘Why is the weather so good today?’
b. Changco-nya, cinhwa-nya? (in writing)

creation-int.pln evolution-int.pln
‘Is it creation or evolution?’

(23) Choysen-ul ta ha-ass-ni? (to an interlocutor)
best-acc all do-pst-int.pln

‘Did you do your best?’
As we saw in 18, -nya can be embedded, while -ni cannot.

These observations lead us to make the following generalizations.
• Particles that mark only clause type can occur in complement clauses.
• Particles that convey information on the speaker-interlocutor relation cannot.

The particle -nya might seem somewhat problematic for these generalizations: while it
can simply be a marker of clause type, as in the cases just discussed, it can also occur in
a question directed to a specific person, thus conveying information on the speaker-
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ii(i) Way kuli ha-yess-nunya/*ni?
why like.that do-pst-int.pln

‘Why did you do that?’
There is also another particle, -(nu)nka, which is often used in newspaper articles, poems, academic publi-

cations, and personal essays. While we do not fully understand this particle, we note that it can never occur in
reported questions, that is, in the clausal argument of ‘say’ or ‘ask’, though it can occur in other embedded
contexts, such as in the clausal argument of ‘wonder’ and ‘curious’. The fact that it occurs in some embedded
contexts suggests that it is not an utterance-oriented marker and hence does not express information about the
relation between the speaker and addressee.



cP

c
[status: S ≤ A]

[formal: +]

SentMoodP

SentM
[s-mood: dec ]

TP

TvP

. . .

interlocutor relation. We suggest that there are two homophonous forms of -nya: one
used in the presence and one in the absence of an interlocutor.

We can also distinguish two plain speech-style forms for declaratives, exhortatives,
and promissives. Restricting the discussion to declaratives, we see that -ta is commonly
used in forms of writing that do not have an interlocutor-addressee, like newspaper ar-
ticles, professional journals, and personal diaries, as in 24. However, it can also be used
in sentences with an interlocutor-addressee, shown in 25.

(24) Cinan 2 wel 4 il lwusu skhelli-nun atul nollen-ul yengwenhi
last 2 month 4 day Ruth Scully-top son Nolan-acc forever

ilh-ess-ta.
lose-pst-decl.pln

‘Last Feb. 4, Ruth Scully lost her son Nolan forever.’
(http://news.donga.com/Main/3/all/20170422/83991718/1)

(25) Inho-ya, na o-ass-ta.
Inho-voc I.nom come-pst-decl.pln

‘Inho, I came.’
We propose that declaratives also have two homophonous particles, one used in sen-
tences with an interlocutor-addressee and the other in sentences without.

In sum, though traditional classifications view all of the particles discussed here as
plain style particles, we argue that a distinction must be drawn between those that are
purely clause-typing particles and those that convey information on the speaker-inter-
locutor relation (in addition to clause type), which are true speech-style particles.

2.3. Distinguishing clause-typing particles and speech-style particles. We
view clause-typing particles as the overt realization of a feature of a functional head, the
SentenceMood Phrase (SentMoodP), which encodes clause-typing information (Ahn &
Yoon 1989, among others). There are several proposals concerning the exact position of
SentMoodP, especially in relation to Rizzi’s (1997) articulated CP (cf. Roberts 2004,
Ginsburg 2009, among others). What is clear is that the head SentM is higher than TP
and lower than the head with the embedding complementizer -ko. Because all clauses in
Korean, whether root or embedded, have a clause-typing particle, we assume that all
clauses have a clause-typing feature. For the same reason, the clause-typing feature
must not encode illocutionary force.

We view speech-style particles as distinct from clause-typing particles: they realize
the clause-typing feature as well as the features that express information on the speaker-
interlocutor relation and on the formality of the utterance situation. For example, -sup-
nita in 26 conveys that the clause is declarative, the interlocutor is socially higher
and/or older than the speaker, and the situation is formal.

(26) Hoyuy-lul cal machi-ess-supnita.
meeting-acc well finish-pst-decl.form

‘(I/we) finished the meeting well.’
We propose that speech-style particles are in c.

(27)
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The head of cP in 27 has the features status, which conveys the social relation be-
tween speaker and interlocutor, and formal, which specifies whether the situation is for-
mal. We assume that the clause-typing feature in SentM and the features of c are spelled
out as a single particle. In the case of 26, for example, they are spelled out as -supnita.10

Building on Kim-Renaud & Pak 2006, we suggest that the status feature has values
that represent an ordering (or hierarchical) relation (<, ≤, =, ≥, >) between speaker (S)
and interlocutor-addressee (A). As for formality, we assume that it is simply a binary
feature (+ or −). Different combinations of these feature values result in different mor-
phological realizations, as exemplified in 28.11

(28) a. [status: S ≤ A], [formal: +], [s-mood: decl] → supnita (formal)
b. [status: S ≤ A], [formal: −], [s-mood: decl] → eyo (polite)
c. [status: S ≥ A], [formal: −], [s-mood: decl] → e (intimate)

Our assumptions about the status feature capture the fact that the particles that encode
status cannot be used in the absence of a specific interlocutor. If there is no individual to
serve as the A argument, a relation like S ≤ A cannot hold, and so a particle that expresses
status cannot be chosen. In an informal sense, we can say that these particles ‘mark’ the
presence of a specific interlocutor-addressee, but this effect is really a byproduct of their
main semantic function, marking the status relation between speaker and interlocutor. In
principle, a similar reasoning could be applied to the S argument, but we provisionally
assume that all utterances have speakers, in the relevant general sense.

As mentioned, clause-typing particles can occur in embedded contexts, while speech-
style particles cannot. In §4, we propose a semantic explanation of this restriction. In syn-
tactic terms, this means that SentMoodP can be a complement of the embedding
complementizer, C, while cP cannot.

(29) cP cannot be embedded as a complement of C. 
In sum, in this section we have proposed the following.

ii(i) Korean has sentence-final particles that only convey information about clause
type. We call them clause-typing particles and analyze them as the real-
ization of a feature in the head of SentMoodP. They are used in root clauses
that are not addressed to a specific interlocutor and in complement clauses.

i(ii) Korean also has sentence-final particles that convey information about both
clause type and the speaker-interlocutor relation. We call them speech-style
particles and analyze them as the realization of c. They must be used in root
clauses that are addressed to a specific interlocutor and cannot occur in com-
plement clauses.

Before we conclude this section, let us ask why speech-style particles are required in
Korean whenever there is a specific interlocutor-addressee. We assume that this follows
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10 A referee asks whether cP is necessarily higher than SentMoodP. As far as our analysis in this article
goes, it is not: SentMoodP could dominate cP. Doing so would allow us to decompose -eyo into -e and -yo and
to derive their linear order directly, but it would make it more difficult to connect c to related proposals in the
literature, like those discussed in §5.3.

11 The way in which status and formality are used in specific contexts of utterance can be complex. The fea-
ture values we propose here are based on traditional descriptions (Martin 1992, Suh 1996, Sohn 1999, Pak
2008, among others). However, it is possible that additional meaning components will ultimately be required.
For instance, in their normal use, S ≤ A of the formal speech style represents a hierarchical relation between
the speaker and addressee; the speaker is either equal to or socially lower or younger than the addressee.
However, in a very formal context—such as a business meeting between two companies, for instance—the
participants use the formal speech style to each other regardless of their age or social positions. This is be-
cause the formal speech style can be used to express deference. We go into some more detail on such uses of
the speech-style particles in §3.



from a sociopragmatic principle that we might label maximize propriety: in Korean, it
is required to indicate the social relation between speaker and interlocutor whenever
possible. Therefore, when a clause-typing particle that does not indicate this relation is
used, listeners may infer that there is no interlocutor. In other languages, the absence of
a specific addressee may or may not be so explicitly indicated. Italian and German ex-
press instructions and orders given to anyone to whom they might be relevant with the
infinitival form, as we saw in 12 and 13. In English, the use of a gerund signals the lack
of an interlocutor-addressee in issuing prohibitions, as shown in 14. We do not further
discuss the subtleties of these forms across languages, but rather assume that Korean,
with its rich array of sentence-final particles and strong requirement to express social
relations using them, provides a good initial case study.

3. The semantics of grammatical markers of politeness. We have proposed
that meanings involving the relation between the speaker and interlocutor-addressee are
expressed in c, and that clauses containing c cannot be embedded as an argument. These
ideas allow us to capture the distribution of utterance-oriented markers of politeness as
elements that realize c. In this section, we develop a framework for representing the
type of politeness meaning expressed in c. This goal is important in its own right and
will also contribute to developing a system that explains on a semantic basis why cP
cannot be embedded. As part of this project, we need to provide answers, if only provi-
sional ones, to the following questions.

• What is the interpretation of elements that project c?
• What semantic processes are involved in embedding a clause as a complement?

We address the first question here, and the second in §4. In this discussion, we focus on
declarative clauses only, but it is our intention to eventually integrate the analysis of po-
liteness markers into a more general theory that applies to other clause types as well.

3.1. The pragmatics of declaratives. We begin with our background assumptions
about the semantics and pragmatics of declarative clauses. Because our topic concerns
the representation of the speaker and the addressee-interlocutor, it is important that we
use a system that handles indexical pronouns appropriately. We build on recent work
which assumes that the content of root sentences in discourse is best modeled as multi-
ply centered propositions, as in 30 (Ninan 2010a,b, Stalnaker 2014).

(30) The content of a declarative sentence S is a set of tuples 〈x, y, t, w〉.
The x and y coordinates of these tuples represent candidates for the identity of the
speaker and addressee-interlocutor, respectively.12

We begin by outlining a model of the context with two components, the participant
sequence and the context set (but note that the participant sequence will be elaborated
into the ‘participant structure’ below). The context set plays the role familiar from Stal-
naker’s work, but is modeled as a multiply centered proposition, as this will allow us to
treat assertion as intersection in the standard way (Stalnaker 1974, 1978, and especially
Stalnaker 2014:218). The participant sequence lists the participants in a standard order,

12 LANGUAGE, VOLUME 95, NUMBER 1 (2019)

12 A more familiar notion of proposition as a set of worlds or world-time pairs would be compatible with all
of the main claims of our analysis, but would require a rethinking of the alignment principle given in 39
below. Ninan and Stalnaker have deeper motivations for the use of centered-worlds propositions, involving
the analysis of self-directed content in communication.



so that the speaker and addressee of a given utterance can be aligned correctly with the
positions in the tuples that comprise the context set.

(31) The context c is a pair 〈P, cs〉, where:
ii. the participant sequence P is an n-tuple of individuals (n ≥ 1);
ii. cs is the context set, a set of tuples 〈x, y, t, w〉.

Ninan assumes that the participant sequence is a pair, the speaker and addressee, but be-
cause we allow for contexts in which there is no specific interlocutor, we allow it to
have the speaker only. For each tuple 〈x, y, t, w〉 in the context set, x could be the first
member of P and y the second member of P, if there is a second member. (In a context
with no addressee, we assume that the second member of each tuple is a dummy ele-
ment that could not be the addressee.)

Assertion is a proposal to reduce the context set by intersecting it with the content of
the sentence being uttered.

(32) For any utterance u of a declarative sentence S, c + u =
ii. 〈Pc, csʹ〉, where csʹ = csc ∩ �S�, if the speaker of u = P1.
ii. 〈Pc, csʹ〉, where csʹ = csc ∩ switch(�S�), if the speaker of u = P2.

(P1 is the first member of P, and for any proposition p, switch( p) is the proposition that
results by reversing x and y in every tuple in p.) We can see how these ideas work with
an example.

(33) �I love you� = {〈x, y, t, w〉 : x loves y in w at t}
Assuming that 33 was uttered by the first member of the participant sequence, a suc-
cessful assertion of this sentence removes from the context set any sequences 〈x, y, t, w〉
in which x does not love y in w at t.

3.2. The semantics of c. We now discuss the semantics of the category c, focusing
on Korean. Our goal is to explain how a sentence marked with a speech-style particle
indicates social relations between individuals in the context, in addition to expressing
the type of propositional meaning just discussed. The central question that must be an-
swered before we can give a precise theory is how we can best model these social rela-
tions, the ‘politeness meaning’.

One simple and appealing idea is that the politeness meanings encoded in c are pre-
suppositions. For example, we could think of 15a as follows, where point (i) needs to be
made more precise.

(34) �Inho did his best [S ≤ A]� = the function f from contexts to propositions such
that:
ii. f (c) is defined only if c is a formal context in which the speaker is socially

equal or inferior to the interlocutor-addressee, and
ii. f (c) = the proposition that Inho did his best, when defined.

Assuming that the context c is one in which the required social relations hold, the se-
mantic content in (ii) can be used to update the context in the way specified by 32.

While a presuppositional analysis of this kind is plausible, we do not feel that it fully
captures the pragmatics of politeness particles. First, it does nothing to explain the un-
embeddability of speech-style particles. Presupposition triggers can obviously be em-
bedded and their presuppositions project according to well-known rules. At a more
conceptual level, the presuppositional approach fails to capture the ways in which
speech-style particles not only reflect established social relations, but are also used to
negotiate, create, and maintain those relations. For example, by using a polite speech-
style particle in Korean, one ensures that the interlocutor is or becomes treated as a so-
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cial equal or superior to the speaker.13 We see this facet of politeness marking in situa-
tions where there is a shift in speech style, such as 35.

(35) Mom: Inho-ya, onul sihem cal poass-e?
Inho-voc.intim today test well done-int.intim

‘Inho, did you do well on the test today?’
Inho: Ney, emma. 100 cem pat-ass-eyo.

yes mom 100 point receive-pst-decl.pol
‘Yes, mom. I received 100.’

Mom: Wa! Cengmal? Cham calhayss-eyo!
wow really indeed well.done-decl.pol

‘Wow! You did really well!’
In this conversation, mom switches from the intimate speech style in her first utterance
to the polite speech style in her second. This change of speech style implies that mom’s
final turn does more than simply assert ‘Inho did well’ in the context. As a result of the
use of a polite speech-style particle, Inho, the interlocutor-addressee, is understood (ob-
viously as a pretense) to be socially equal or superior to his mother and is respected as
an individual, which in turn amplifies the effect of the compliment. This effect is, in a
sense, ‘performative’, since it does not inform Inho of the social relation between him
and his mother, but it actively produces (temporarily, as a pretense) the elevated status
of the interlocutor-addressee. The performative nature of this meaning will be impor-
tant in explaining why utterance-oriented markers cannot be embedded, and while it has
been proposed that the presuppositional meaning of demonstratives can have a similar
social function by Acton and Potts (2014), an analysis of the effects seen in 35 and other
examples below could only be attributed to an extensive and, in our view, insufficiently
constrained use of accommodation.

An alternative approach is to analyze politeness marking as conveying a kind of ex-
pressive meaning. Potts’s (2005) framework of conventional implicature has been ap-
plied to such puzzles as epithets, slurs, evidentials, quotation, and honorifics (Potts &
Kawahara 2004, Potts 2007, McCready 2014, 2019; see Yoon 2015, 2018 for relevant
discussion of Korean in Potts’s framework). Moreover, expressives have been claimed to
be performative (Portner 2007, Potts 2007), a feature that would help us capture the in-
tuition that politeness markers create and maintain social relations. We build on many of
the insights of the theory of expressive meaning here (see Potts 2007 for an overview).

While we gain much from this theory, we depart from its usual implementation in
two important ways: (i) we do not adopt the mechanisms that allow for expressives to
be interpreted locally in embedded positions, putting them in ‘storage’ to have a dis-
course effect at the global utterance level. And (ii) we do not follow the strategy of rep-
resenting the content of politeness markers with continuous real values. With respect to
(i), in §5 we argue that the politeness marking on content-oriented markers is not inter-
preted in place, but rather in the root cP. This point is essential to our account of the dif-
ferent distributions of utterance-oriented and content-oriented markers. Concerning (ii),
we represent the relation between the speaker and interlocutor-addressee both within
the context set, to capture the factual status of social relations, and in a component of
the discourse model, using a simple ordering structure rather than the real-valued index
used in some expressive systems. Before moving on, we briefly explain how the theory
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13 A referee also raises the issue of why politeness marking would be required at all, in a context in which
it is mutually assumed that the relevant social relations hold. This is not really an issue for the presupposi-
tional analysis, as it can be seen as an instance of maximize presupposition (Heim 1991).



of expressive meaning has been applied to politeness, and then motivate our departure
from it with respect to point (ii).

In their brief analysis of honorific marking in Japanese, Potts and Kawahara (2004) in-
troduce a new honorific component into their definition of the context. In their system, a
context is a 5-tuple 〈speaker, location, time, world, hon〉, of which the crucial component
hon is a set of triples of the form 〈individual1, n, individual2〉. Within the members of 
hon, n is a real number in [0, 1] representing the ‘emotion’ of individual1 toward indi-
vidual2. Potts and Kawahara’s general idea is that honorifics constrain the range of 
values in hon. For example, subject honorification of Sam requires that 〈speaker, 1, 
Sam〉 be among the values in the context. This requirement is stated as a presupposition:
�Sam-hon�c is defined only if 〈speaker, 1, Sam〉 ∈ honc. (They also sketch a dynamic
treatment where presupposition and assertion are defined in terms of a set of contexts of
the kind just described.)

McCready (2014, 2019) gives a similar analysis of honorifics and politeness pro-
nouns in Japanese and Thai. She proposes that politeness is represented in a component
of the discourse context, the politeness domain 〈P, S, F 〉, where P represents psycho-
logical distance, S represents social distance, and F represents formality. In her system,
these three components are combined into a single measure, the global register (an
interval in [0, 1]), with which markers of politeness interact. McCready makes the im-
portant contribution of applying this theory of politeness marking to the first- and sec-
ond-person pronouns in Thai. The polite first-person pronoun kraphǒm, for example,
both refers to the speaker and places a constraint on the global register, requiring it to be
a subinterval of [0.8, 1). This amounts to saying that any context in which it is used has
an extremely high overall politeness level.

Theories of the type developed by Potts and Kawahara and by McCready are ex-
tremely interesting and have served as the basis for important work on politeness and
expressive meaning. However, we are not convinced that the kind of meaning encoded
by markers of politeness needs to be represented in the way they propose. We have two
concerns about their approach. First, politeness meaning should be encoded within the
context set in the same way as ordinary factual information, and not only as a distinct
index or discourse component. Many of the contextual features involved in speech-style
marking are factual matters. Some of them are ordinary, concrete facts (like that the ad-
dressee is older than the speaker) while others are social facts (e.g. that the addressee is
the speaker’s superior at work), and the use of particles in Korean needs to be connected
to these facts. Of course, some social facts are not grounded in an obvious way in
nonsocial facts, but we see no reason to doubt that they are nevertheless facts that hold
among individuals in a world. For example, we can contrast the fact that the speaker is
the addressee’s parent with the familiarity signaled by a T pronoun used between a cus-
tomer and a store clerk. The former is connected in obvious ways to various concrete
facts, while the latter is grounded in little more than the use of the pronouns themselves.
Nevertheless, politeness marking must be sensitive to both of them, and we assume that
they are to be encoded in the same way within the context.

Our second concern is whether speech-style information is best modeled using a real-
valued index or component of the context. While actual human relations of hierarchy,
intimacy, and formality are complex and perhaps infinitely varied, their grammatical
marking appears to be discrete, distinguishing only a small number of levels. Potts
(2007) points out that real-valued indices like those he employs for honorifics would
not be appropriate for analyzing polite and familiar pronouns, where a simple two-way
distinction is marked. The same point holds for speech-style particles. In the Korean
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system, speech-style particles distinguish only formality and binary hierarchical rela-
tions. Our pragmatic model should capture this simplicity. Of course, at the point at
which the semantic/pragmatic analysis of speech-style markers is integrated into a
broader theory of language where richer types of sociolinguistic and social information
are described, we need a theory of the relation between the simple grammatically en-
coded oppositions and the complex social world. However, in this article we are focus-
ing on what is encoded in the grammar, and so we propose a framework appropriate to
explaining its structure.

In his brief discussion of German pronouns, Potts (2007) proposes nonnumerical ex-
pressive indices of the form (a † b) and (a ℓ b) to model a formal or informal relation
between a and b. This system is close to what is needed for speech-style particles, but
does not capture the essential role of hierarchy in the Korean system. We therefore de-
velop a model in which speech-style particles have a performative meaning affecting a
simple ordering structure that represents hierarchy among interlocutors.

In light of these considerations, we propose to analyze speech style and politeness as
a performative dimension of meaning with effects both in the context set (the factual
side) and in a separate ordering component of the discourse context. We begin by revis-
ing the definition of the context from 31, replacing the participant sequence with a par-
ticipant structure.

(36) The context c is a pair 〈P, cs〉, where:
ii. the participant structure P is a triple 〈J, O, h〉, where

• J is an n-tuple of individuals (n ≥ 1), the participants,
• O is an ordered set 〈N, �〉 with n members,
• h is a function from J to subsets of N;

ii. cs is the context set, a set of tuples 〈x, y, t, w〉.
If we have two participants P1 and P2, there will be two ‘ranks’ in O, N1 and N2, ordered
by �. (For convenience, we can use 0 and 1 for N1 and N2, and < for �; with this, the
similarities and differences with Potts’s analysis are apparent.) Then we represent a
context where the first participant is socially below the second participant with h(P1) =
{N1} and h(P2) = {N2}.

The sincere use of a speech-style particle counts as an attempt to establish a particu-
lar relation between the participants. To model this, we treat the semantic value of the
status feature itself as a function of the same type as h, as in the following (assuming
two participants).14

(37) a. �[status: S < A]� = h : h(P1) = {N1} and h(P2) = {N2}
b. �[status: S > A]� = h : h(P1) = {N2} and h(P2) = {N1}
c. �[status: S = A]� = h : h(P1) = {N1, N2} and h(P2) = {N1, N2}
d. �[status: S ≤ A]� = h : h(P1) = {N1} and h(P2) = {N1, N2}

In the tradition of multidimensional semantic theories like Rooth 1992 and Potts
2005, the denotation of cP is an ordered pair 〈π, p〉, where π is the ‘politeness meaning’,
the denotation of the status feature, and p is the propositional meaning, a set of tuples 
〈x, y, t, w〉. These are indicated as �ϕ�π and �ϕ�p, respectively. Now we can define the de-
clarative update for cP.15
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14 P1 is now the first member of J. To highlight the ‘performative’ nature of the particle, we could formal-
ize the meaning of the status feature as an update function. For example, 37a would become [λc.〈〈Jc, Oc, 
{〈P1, N1〉, 〈P2, N2〉}〉, csc〉], if the speaker is P1.

15 In consideration of the length of this article, we do not show how the propositional meaning is computed,
but note the argument in §5 that second-person pronouns are derived when a minimal pronoun is bound by c 



(38) For utterance u of a declarative cP ϕ, c + u =
ii. If the speaker of u = P1: 〈〈Jc, Oc, hcʹ〉, csʹ〉, where

hcʹ = �ϕ�π,
csʹ = csc ∩ �ϕ� p

ii. If the speaker of u = P2: 〈〈Jc, Oc, hcʹ〉, csʹ〉, where16

hcʹ = switch(�ϕ�π),
csʹ = csc ∩ switch(�ϕ� p)

The effect of using the status feature on the participant structure is illustrated in Fig-
ure 1. In the figure, each circle represents the participant structure at one stage in the
conversation, its gray ellipse represents the available ranks in O, P1 and P2 are the par-
ticipants, and the arrows indicate the positions in O associated with each participant.
The initial context, indicated by the leftmost circle, has no hierarchical relation between
the two participants. Then the first participant P1 uses a particle with feature [S > A],
creating a context where P1 is understood to be superior to the interlocutor in the hier-
archy relevant to the context. Then P2 becomes the speaker and uses a particle with the
feature [S < A], expressing the same hierarchy between participants. Finally, P1 speaks
again, using a particle with [S ≤ A], thereby expressing deference toward the addressee
and modifying the relation.
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(and we assume a parallel treatment of first-person pronouns). Thus, the x and y components of the tuples
should be identified by having c abstract over the pronouns it binds. This perspective leaves open to some ex-
tent the precise treatment of root SentMoodPs (as used in rallies and the like). On the one hand, declarative
SentMoodPs might denote sets of world-time pairs, not 4-tuples. This would make sense because they cannot
contain personal pronouns as a result of lacking the projection, cP, which identifies the speaker and interlocu-
tor. On the other hand, they might denote 4-tuples due to the presence of an operator other than c, perhaps one
involved in the derivation of de se semantics in embedded clauses.

16 Switch applied to a politeness meaning h exchanges the members of its domain. For reasons of space, we
omit the complex versions of 37–38 for more than two participants.
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Figure 1. Updating the participant structure.

Our analysis helps us understand two important properties of speech-style particles:
why they can only be used in a context with a specific interlocutor, and why they must
be used whenever that is the case. As to the first point, when there is no specific inter-
locutor, there is only one participant in the participant structure, and so the status fea-
ture, which indicates a relation over two participants, will not be defined. And as to the
second, we can make the maximize propriety principle mentioned in §2.3 more precise.
Maximize propriety states that, if there are two participants in the participant structure,
the relation between them must be expressed if possible. In Korean, with its rich array
of speech-style particles and strong social conventions for determining the relevant re-
lation, it is always possible to choose an appropriate marker, and so whenever there is a
specific interlocutor, a speech-style marker can and must be used.

Next we turn to the factual side of speech-style particles. Suppose a conversation is
about to begin between a grandparent and grandchild. The participant structure would
not be able to have a relation with the child above the grandparent. There must be an
alignment between the abstract relation indicated in the participant structure and the ac-



tual fact of the matter in the hierarchy between the speaker and interlocutor. We can en-
code this with an alignment principle.

(39) Alignment between participant structure and context set: For
every context c such that csc entails that there is a unique most salient social
relation H involving the participants in the conversation (i.e. between x and y
in w at t in all tuples in csc), the ordering assigned to the participants in the
participant structure in c is compatible with H.

This principle implies that speech-style particles correspond to the relation in the most
relevant H (perhaps thereby changing which relation is considered most relevant). Re-
call that particles also differ in formality. This feature can now be modeled as a presup-
position concerning which types of relations can be considered most relevant. For
instance, the formal speech style is compatible with H being a relation between boss
and employee, but not (normally) between parent and child. In contrast, as seen in 35,
polite style can be used to mark a child’s position with respect to a parent. In other
words, ‘formal’ means that the most salient hierarchy is a formal one.

In certain cases, the use of a speech-style particle will not affect the context set. For
example, the grandparent’s use of [S > A] to a grandchild will not affect the context set,
because the particle matches the established social relation. But in other cases, the use
of the particle changes the context set.

We would like to highlight two ways in which the use of a speech-style particle dy-
namically affects the context. In the first, the hierarchical relation between participants
is continually readjusted to convey deference. A good example is seen in 40, a conver-
sation between Ms. Kim and her boss.

(40) B: Kim tayli, onul hoyuy ilceng-i ettehkey
Kim tayli.title today meeting schedule-nom how

toy-pnikka?
become-int.form

‘Miss Kim, what is today’s meeting schedule?’
K: Ney, thimcangnim. onul 3 si-ey makhething hoyuy-ka

yes boss today 3 o’clock-at marketing meeting-nom
iss-supnita.
exist-decl.form

‘Yes, boss. Today there is a marketing meeting at 3 o’clock.’
Both participants use the formal speech style, which is [+formal] with the status feature
[S ≤ A]. On the boss’s part, this choice is perhaps surprising. However, the familiar
speech-style particle -ney, which may be viewed as having [S > A, +formal] values, is
associated with a special register and is not normally used in office settings (unless the
speaker is substantially older than the addressee). Moreover, the use of formal style
serves a pragmatic function. In the boss’s question in 40 the [S ≤ A] relation does not re-
late to the static boss-employee hierarchy, but rather participates in a convention in
which each speaker seeks to afford the other respect, and it serves the immediate goal of
mitigating the face-threatening act of asking a direct question. In other words, the boss
is indicating (perhaps as a pretense) that he does not insist on his power over Ms. Kim,
but rather treats her as having the interactionally ‘equal or higher’ position of deciding
how and when to respond.

Another way in which the choice of particle may dynamically affect the context is
when it helps determine which social relation is relevant. An example is in the follow-
ing continuation of 41.
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(41) B: Alkeyss-supnita. kuntey onul cenyek-ey yaksok iss-e?
okay-decl.form by.the.way today evening-at plan have-int.intim

‘Okay. By the way, do you have any plans for this evening?’
K: Aniyo, eps-supnita.

no not.have-decl.form
‘No, I don’t.’

B: Yaksok epsumyen cenyek-ina kathi hal-kka?
plan have.not.if dinner-or.something together do-int(suggest).intim

‘If you have no plans, shall we have dinner or something?’
Here the boss moves to a nonformal speech style to indicate a closer, more personal 
relationship. This might be done, for example, because the boss is aiming to create an
inappropriate level of intimacy, or for other reasons, such as because the boss is com-
forting a long-time employee in a difficult personal situation. The social relation nor-
mally assumed in the office (hierarchy softened by the convention of mutual deference)
is temporarily set aside, and a different (intimate) one is imposed as most relevant in 
the context.

4. Why markers of politeness are restricted to root clauses. Now that we
have developed an analysis of the semantic difference between clauses that are headed
by c and those that lack c, we proceed to discuss why only the latter can be embedded
as a complement clause. We build on the idea, which goes back to Rosenbaum 1967 and
Kiparsky & Kiparsky 1970, that argument clauses are, in some respect, more ‘nominal’
than root or adjunct clauses. Our basic proposal is that a cP cannot have the nominal
character required for a phrase to serve as one of the arguments of a lexical functor 
such as a verb. However, we wish to go beyond merely stipulating that cP is incom -
patible with nominal syntactic features and tie the restriction to the unique type of
meaning introduced by c. Specifically, we aim to develop a system in which cP-clauses
cannot be assigned nominal features because they do not have denotations in the se-
mantic domain appropriate to nominal phrases. To put the matter simply: a SentMoodP
(or, more generally, the relevant clausal unit in any language, e.g. TP) only has a propo-
sitional semantic value, its meaning can be represented as an individual, and so it can be
embedded. In contrast, a cP has a nonpropositional, performative meaning that cannot
be represented as an individual, and as a result, a cP cannot be embedded.

We assume that embedding always involves CP, and that the C of an argument
clause, such as -ko in Korean, introduces a [+D] feature that it shares with demonstra-
tives and definite determiners. Thus, the CP of an embedded declarative is [+D]. In the
semantics, we need to assign a meaning for the CP that is also appropriately nominal,
and to this end we adopt the basic ideas of the semantic framework developed by Chier-
chia (1984). In his system, which builds on the work of Cocchiarella (1974, 1976, 1978,
1979, 1983), some semantic values outside of the domain of individuals are correlated
with an individual by a ‘Fregean mapping correlate function’ f. For example, the prop-
erty run, which would serve as the denotation of run, has an individual correlate f (run)
(sometimes designated as r). Chierchia argues that the nominalization of a predicate,
such as the gerund running, should be taken to refer to r.  

(42) a. [VP run] � run
b. [DP running] � f (run) = r

As a referring expression, running can naturally serve as the argument of a predicate.
The semantics of 43a is roughly 43b.
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(43) a. Running was fun for Mary.
b. fun(r,m)

Within Chierchia’s system, predicates never take a possible-worlds proposition di-
rectly as argument, but rather take the individual correlate of such a proposition. While
his work focuses on infinitives and gerunds, he holds this commitment for finite com-
plement clauses as well. For example, the reference of the complement clause that
Mary ran would be the individual correlated with the proposition that Mary ran. Using
the operator ∩ to designate f (i.e. the logical-form expression ∩α refers to the individual
correlate f (�α�)), the logical form of 44a is 44b.

(44) a. It is nice that Mary ran.
b. nice(∩past(run(m)))

Chierchia also notes that not every type of meaning can serve as the argument of a pred-
icate, not even with the help of a nominalization operation. For example, he assumes
that adverbs and prepositions are never nominalized and so never function as the argu-
ment of a verb or other predicate. As Chierchia (1984:66) notes, these restrictions can
be captured by stipulating that the denotations of adverbs and prepositions do not have
individual correlates.

It is helpful to sketch out how the composition works in a step-by-step manner. We
propose that C[+D] corresponds in logical form to ∩.17 Its meaning is f and hence it maps
the denotation of its complement (call it d ) to its individual correlate (i.e. f (d )), pro-
vided that d has an individual correlate. As in 44, the denotation d of a declarative Sent-
MoodP is simply a proposition, and it has an individual correlate f (d ). Hence a
SentMoodP (or, more generally, the relevant clausal unit in any language, e.g. a TP) can
be combined with C[+D] to produce a referring CP. A verb like say can then take this CP
as argument. We illustrate the semantic analysis of 45 through a step-by-step translation
into a logic of the type described above.

(45) Mary said that it is raining. 
(46) a. C[+D] � ∩

b. [SentMoodP it’s raining] � rain
c. [CP C[+D] [SentMoodP it’s raining]] � ∩rain
d. Mary said that it’s raining � say(m,∩rain)

These ideas suggest a way of thinking about the unembeddability of utterance-oriented
markers. In contrast to the case with embedded clauses of category SentMoodP (or TP),
we propose that the denotation d of a cP is not in the domain of f . In other words, after
we compute the meaning of a sentence with an utterance-oriented marker of politeness,
the result lacks an individual correlate. Therefore C cannot combine with cP—if we did
combine C with cP, the computation would fail at the stage where f is applied to d. (A
way to put this is to say that ∩cP is not well formed.) Nor can a verb or adjective take cP
as a complement directly, without the mediation of C, since by hypothesis such predi-
cates take only individuals as their semantic arguments. In principle, we would expect
cP to be possible as a subordinate clause only in constructions that do not require it to
refer to an individual.18
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17 C may have other functions as well, such as binding pronouns to produce a de se interpretation. We leave
open whether multiple semantic functions are associated with a single element in syntax, or whether there are
multiple operators in an extended CP domain.

18 We are open to the possibility that there are exceptions to Chierchia’s principle that all argument clauses
are nominalized. Recall that Japanese utterance-oriented markers can be embedded in contexts described as
‘direct discourse’ (Harada 1976, Miyagawa 2012). Perhaps in such contexts the embedded clause maintains 



This explanation of the unembeddability of utterance-oriented markers works at the
level of the syntax-semantics interface, but it is worth asking if we can go further and
understand why the restriction holds. Within our analysis, the meaning of cP has two di-
mensions: �ϕ� p, the propositional content, and �ϕ�π, the politeness meaning. The propo-
sitional content of a cP is the same as that of a SentMoodP; hence it is the presence of
politeness meaning that prevents embedding.

What is it about politeness meanings that makes them different from ordinary mean-
ings and could explain the lack of an individual correlate? As we analyzed them in 
§3.2, politeness meanings have two special properties. First, they are of a nonproposi-
tional type, functions from the members of J to ranks in O (see 37). So, cP may be un-
embeddable because values of this type lack individual correlates. This approach is
expressed in 47.

(47) No individual correlates of politeness relations: If a semantic value has a
function from individuals in J to ranks in O as one of its dimensions, it lacks
an individual correlate.

A second option builds on the idea that politeness meanings are performative, in that
they create and maintain the ordering component of the participant structure. So, we
might suggest that performative meanings lack individual correlates.19

(48) No individual correlates of performatives: If a semantic value has a perfor-
mative dimension, it lacks an individual correlate.

Our analysis captures the performativity of speech-style markers in the pragmatics,
through the update rule 38 which affects the participant structure (it sets hcʹ = �ϕ�π). The
idea is that nominalization and embedding are impossible when a phrase has a meaning
that triggers this update. But 38 also incorporates the ordinary update of assertion,
adding �ϕ� p to the context set. So, if 48 is on the right track, we would need to distin-
guish meanings used to update the participant structure from meanings used to update
the context set. Only the former block embedding. Is this distinction reasonable? The
participant structure plays a role in the pragmatic theory quite differently from the con-
text set: it links the centered worlds in the context set to the actual speaker and inter-
locutor of the conversation, and it models the social relation between these individuals.
Thus, it seems reasonable to assume that performative politeness meanings have a spe-
cial status within the semantic system as well.

In sum, we propose that speech-style particles cannot be embedded because their
meanings are different from ordinary compositional semantic values. We have explored
two intuitions, given in 47 and 48 above, about what the crucial feature of their mean-
ings is, but once we get into the details, they turn out to be quite similar. Our view is that
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its propositional type and interacts with the reported context or the discourse context in the same way as a root
clause would interact with the discourse context. Similar issues arise when we try to understand other in-
stances in which ‘main clause phenomena’ are embedded, for example, embedded V2 and imperatives (see
Aelbrecht et al. 2012).

19 Hypothesis 48 can be compared to the common assumption among linguists and philosophers that illocu-
tionary force and ‘speech acts’ cannot be embedded (see Portner 2018 for discussion). Though the intuition is
similar, note that we are not specifically endorsing that view, for several reasons. First, it has occasionally been
proposed that elements that encode force can be embedded (e.g. Krifka 2014). Second, the grammatical con-
structions to which the restriction has been applied, such as imperatives and V2 declaratives in German, are em-
beddable under certain circumstances. Thus, if the embedding of these constructions is limited by the way they
encode force, the restriction is applicable only some of the time. Finally, in previous work we have argued
against the common view that force is encoded in the syntax of clause types (Zanuttini & Portner 2003, Port-
ner 2004, Zanuttini et al. 2012). If this is right, a restriction on embedding force has little work to do.



cPs lack individual correlates and cannot be embedded because they have a nonpropo-
sitional meaning that affects the nonpropositional component of the context that models
social relations, the participant structure.

5. Pronouns that encode the speaker-addressee relation. We now turn our
attention to second-person pronouns that mark politeness. They are similar to speech-
style particles in the meanings they convey, but different in that they can be embedded.
We develop an analysis that aims to capture both this similarity and this difference. In
the taxonomy developed in §1, politeness pronouns are content-oriented markers. Other
content-oriented markers, such as honorifics, are not our main focus here, as they do not
involve the speaker-addressee relation.

Many Indo-European languages have second-person pronouns that show the so-
called ‘familiar’ vs. ‘polite’ distinction (T/V distinction), as noted in §1.1; that is, they
convey information about the relation between the speaker and the referent of the pro-
noun. For example, in Italian the pronoun tu ‘you (familiar)’ is typically used to refer to
an interlocutor who is socially lower than the speaker (e.g. an adult talking to a child) or
closely related to the speaker (like a family member or friend). In contrast, the pronoun
Lei ‘you (polite)’ is typically used to refer to an interlocutor who is socially higher than
the speaker (e.g. a superior at work) or an adult who is not a family member or friend.
Moreover, it has been noted that T forms are also used to express, and even create, a
sense of solidarity between speaker and interlocutor.20 For example, adults who are not
family members or friends might use tu at a service encounter (like ordering coffee at a
café) to avoid remarking on any disparity in terms of age or social hierarchy and to es-
tablish instead a sense of parity in social status.

Like the speech-style particles of Korean, these politeness pronouns convey informa-
tion on the relation between speaker and addressee, and presuppose a particular inter-
locutor as addressee. Unlike the speech-style particles of Korean, however, these
pronouns can occur both in root and in embedded clauses. Why?

One hypothesis could be that the grammar of a language encodes politeness in two
distinct and independent ways: (i) through speech-style particles that are realizations of
c and cannot be embedded, and (ii) through noun phrases that have a politeness feature
and can be embedded. But this hypothesis is not satisfactory, as it fails to ask whether
these two strategies might be different surface manifestations of a single underlying
property of the grammar. Moreover, it is incompatible with a deep semantic explanation
of the unembeddability of politeness markers of the type that we developed.

The alternative hypothesis—the one we pursue—is that the meaning under discus-
sion is always encoded in the grammar of a language through c, which cannot be em-
bedded for semantic reasons. Why is it, then, that content-oriented markers can occur in
embedded clauses while utterance-oriented markers cannot? We argue that it is because
content-oriented markers of politeness are not the realization of c, but rather acquire the
status feature from c via binding. In the next section we develop our analysis for polite-
ness pronouns, focusing on Italian.

5.1. The syntax and semantics of politeness pronouns. We pursue the hypoth-
esis that the politeness expressed by utterance-oriented and content-oriented markers
stems from a single encoding of this type of meaning in the grammar.

(49) Information on the relation between speaker and interlocutor is encoded in c. 
The main difference between the two classes of elements that convey this type of mean-
ing concerns their syntactic distribution: utterance-oriented markers cannot be embed-
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20 There is an extensive literature in sociolinguistics on this topic, including work by Brown and Gilman
(1960), Delisle (1986), Silverstein (2003), Clyne, Norrby, and Warren (2009), and Norrby and Wide (2015).



ded, whereas content-oriented markers can be. In order to account for this difference,
we propose the following.

• The speech-style particles of Korean are the overt realization of c.
• Politeness pronouns (content-oriented markers of politeness) are bound by c.

The difference in their distributions stems from being the realization of c versus being
bound by c. Speech-style particles (and utterance-oriented markers of politeness more
generally) cannot occur in embedded clauses because they are the realization of c,
which is restricted to root environments. In contrast, politeness pronouns do not require
that c occurs in an embedded clause because they can be bound by it across clauses.
Though they acquire the status feature through agreement as a result of binding, the fea-
ture is interpreted in c, at the root level.

Our hypothesis builds on two independently motivated existing proposals: that pro-
nouns can be bound, and that their binder can be an abstract operator. Let us see how.
First- and second-person pronouns are traditionally seen as referential elements that
pick out the speaker and the addressee, respectively. However, recent literature has
pointed out that they can also have a bound reading. Consider the following examples
from Kratzer (2009), modeled after Partee (1989:n. 3).

(50) a. Ii’m the only one around here who can take care of myi children.
b. Only youi eat what youi cook.

Example 50a implies that I can take care of my children but no one else in the relevant
set can take care of their children, and 50b that you eat what you cook but no one else
eats what they cook (X doesn’t eat what X cooks, Y doesn’t eat what Y cooks, etc.). The
bound pronouns in these examples do not pick out a fixed referent; rather, their refer-
ents range over a set of individuals, suggesting that, in these contexts at least, there
must be some mechanism that makes it possible to ignore their person feature. Kratzer
(2009) refers to these cases as ‘fake indexicals’. She shows that a distinction needs to be
drawn between locally bound and long-distance bound cases, and argues that the locally
bound fake indexicals enter the derivation with an incomplete set of features (as ‘mini-
mal pronouns’) and acquire the features they are missing from the operator that binds
them. We do not discuss fake indexicals, but extend Kratzer’s idea that certain pronouns
are born as minimal pronouns, that is, with an incomplete set of features.21
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21 Kratzer (2009) distinguishes two types of bound-variable indexicals, involving local and long-distance
cases. The local cases are born with a ‘defective feature set’ and are locally bound by v, which functions as a
standard λ-binder; they receive their person feature from the binder. This part of her analysis is compatible
with our proposal. The long-distance bound indexicals are born with their features fully specified ( just as un-
bound indexicals are, in her system) and are bound by a v that functions as an indexical context shifter. Her
analysis of the long-distance cases would be incompatible with our proposal, since we think that pronouns al-
ways gain their person features through agreement. We note, however, that her analysis as it stands does not
work. Her system allows a bound-variable reading in sentences like (i), where one is not available.

ii(i) Mary is the only one who knows somebody who understands your paper.
(Here, the v of knows should be able to have the feature [2nd] and serve as a context shifter for your.) One
way to fix this problem, suggested by Angelika Kratzer (p.c.), would be to require that the long-distance bind-
ing v only occurs in a clause whose subject has the same person feature. This predicts that sentences like (ii)
should require both occurrences of your to be bound, since the binder would be the v associated with you
gave, and both are in its scope.

i(ii) Only you gave your mother the books Lisa recommended to your librarian.
However, (ii) has an interpretation where your (mother) has a strict reading but your (librarian) is a bound
variable. This mixed reading should not be allowed under the suggested alternative. In sum, Kratzer’s paper
correctly shows that there are important differences between local and long-distance indexical binding, but
more work remains to be done on the subject. We thank Angelika Kratzer for discussion of this matter.



In an independent line of research, aimed at characterizing the structural conditions
on person agreement across syntactic categories, Baker (2008) shows that first- and sec-
ond-person agreement is fundamentally different from other types of agreement, and
that there are important restrictions on where it can be found (for example, never on ad-
jectives). Based on these observations and on evidence from bound pronouns like those
in 50, he concludes that first- and second-person agreement is always dependent on an
operator-variable relation. He proposes that agreement in person features (whether on a
pronoun or on a functional head) is not the result of the standard Agree relation, but
rather of operator-variable agreement. The binder of a first- or second-person pronoun
is an element that designates the speaker or addressee, respectively, which is merged in
the left-periphery of the clause and acts as an operator; when this type of binding oc-
curs, there is also agreement in phi-features between the binder and the bindee.

Baker (2008:121–34) provides an extensive discussion of the reasons for thinking that
the person features of a first- or second-person pronoun are the result of a binding relation,
and not of an Agree relation. He shows that they are not sensitive to the kind of locality
constraints that characterize Agree (phase condition, case-valuation, and intervention
condition). Rather, a different locality condition holds on first- and second-person pro-
nouns: they must be bound by the closest c-commanding Speaker or Addressee operator,
or by the closest element that refers to the speaker or addressee. We do not review this 
evidence here, due to space constraints, but refer the reader to Baker’s discussion.

While Baker invokes binding from an operator, Kratzer argues for binding by a func-
tional head. The two proposals are fundamentally the same, and only appear to differ 
because of different notions of syntactic vs. semantic binding: where syntacticians speak
of a subject as syntactically binding a reflexive, for example, semanticists treat this rela-
tion as mediated by an abstraction operator. Given this, we formalize Baker’s operator-
variable relation as in 51.

(51) Operator-variable agreement: In the binding configuration [XPϕ[Fi[YP … xi
…]]], the variable x agrees in features with the syntactic binder XP. The
agreement relation between XP and x is mediated by the functional head F
that serves as a λ-abstractor.

We derive second-person pronouns in a way that closely follows Kratzer’s and
Baker’s analyses.

• Sentences that require a specific interlocutor contain a null element, Interlocutor,
which designates the interlocutor-addressee.

• Interlocutor merges in the specifier of the functional head c.
• Pronouns designating the addressee are bound elements and acquire their features

through operator-variable agreement.
• When a pronoun is syntactically bound by Interlocutor, mediated by c as a λ-ab-

stractor, it refers to the interlocutor-addressee and reflects c’s feature values.22
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22 With the Interlocutor syntactically represented as an argument in the structure, we can see that the A in
the status feature stands for the same entity as Interlocutor. In more formal terms, the correct representation of
the value of the status feature is λi.S > i, where i is saturated by the interlocutor. However, we continue to use
expressions like S > A for clarity.



cP

c′

c′

. . .

. . . tui . . .

ci
[status: S ≥ A]

[formal: −]
[person: 2]

Interlocutori
[person: 2]

Speaker

(52)
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23 See Collins & Postal 2012, Collins 2014, and references therein on the interesting issue of the mismatch
in person features of so-called ‘imposters’, noun phrases that refer to the interlocutor (or to the speaker) but
have a third-person form.

In Italian and English, unlike in Korean, we do not see an overt morphological real-
ization of c. However, we argue that c is present whenever there is an interlocutor-
addressee. We assume that in Italian c has the features [status] and [formal], though in
contemporary speech it is the formality feature, expressing the nature of the speaker-
interlocutor relation, that usually determines pronoun choice. When a pronoun that refers
to a single individual is bound by Interlocutor and c has the value [−formal], the pronoun
is spelled out as tu (or te, ti, depending on case), a second-person singular form. In con-
trast, when it is bound by Interlocutor and c has the value [+formal], the pronoun is
spelled out as Lei (or la, le), which is formally third person, singular, and feminine but
refers to an interlocutor of either gender. (There are some cases in which [status] plays a
role, and it was a more important factor in earlier stages of the languages in much the
same way as discussed by Delisle (1986) for German.) This is not unique to Italian, of
course. For example, in German the familiar form of the pronoun denoting a single in-
terlocutor is du, second-person singular, while the polite form is Sie, formally third-
person plural feminine; in French the alternation is between tu, second-person singular,
and vous, second-person plural. Though we cannot provide a detailed discussion of the
mapping between the abstract features and the features on the pronouns, we view these
alternations as resulting from the different values of the features of c.23

Since we are analyzing pronouns via an operator-variable relationship, it is interest-
ing to consider intervention effects, the hallmark of such relationships. When a noun
phrase that refers to the interlocutor intervenes between the pronoun and the operator in
[Spec,cP], we expect that noun phrase to bind the pronoun, because it is the closest po-
tential binder. We thus predict that the pronoun will exhibit the ϕ-features of the noun
phrase, and not those that come from binding by the Interlocutor operator mediated by
c. This is indeed what we find. Consider the French example in 53, a statement ad-
dressed to the president by an aide: if the pronoun were bound directly by c, it should be
realized as votre. But in this configuration, only the pronoun sa, a third-person singular
form, is grammatical.

(53) French
M. le Président devrait appeler sa/*votre mère.
Mr. the president should call.inf his/*your mother

‘Mr. President should call his mother.’ (V. Hacquard, p.c.)

This pattern follows from the fact that the subject, which is third-person singular, is the
closest binder for the pronoun.



With this system in place, we can now understand the distributional difference we
aim to account for: speech-style particles cannot be embedded, while pronouns can be.
We argue that this stems from the fact that speech-style particles are the realization of c:
as such, they are restricted to root environments because a clause headed by c cannot be
the complement of a predicate, as explained in §4. In contrast, pronouns that pick out
the interlocutor are not the realization of c: they are simply bound by c. This binding
can take place across clauses; when a minimal pronoun occurs in an embedded clause,
it can be bound by c (as long as no other potential binder intervenes); when it is, it ac-
quires the status feature through operator-variable agreement. The status feature is not
interpreted where the noun phrase is merged with the rest of the structure; rather, it is
interpreted in c. This is why second-person pronouns can occur in both root and em-
bedded clauses.

5.2. Predictions. Our analysis makes two clear predictions that can be tested. First,
because it views second-person pronouns as dependent on c, it predicts that they cannot
occur in clauses that lack c. This prediction is borne out. In Italian, a second-person pro-
noun is impossible on a sign that is meant for anyone who might be looking for a park-
ing spot; a third-person pronoun must be used, as we see in 54. The second-person
pronoun is possible only if the parking rule is expressed through an imperative, which
is a form that implies a direct interlocutor, as we see in 55.

(54) Parcheggiare solo nel *tuo/proprio spazio. (no specific addressee)
park.inf only in.the *your/own spot

‘Parking allowed only in one’s own spot.’
(55) Parcheggia solo nel tuo/*proprio spazio. (specific addressee)

park.imp only in.the your/*own spot
‘Park only in your own spot.’

Similarly, in Korean, second-person pronouns cannot be used in utterances that lack
a specific interlocutor, just as speech-style particles cannot. For example, ne ‘you’ can-
not occur in sentences lacking cP, that is, those directed to a generic addressee, as in 56.
However, a lexical noun such as cengpwu ‘government’ can be used in protest cries, as
exemplified in 57.

(56) *Ne-nun cinsil-ul palkhi-la.
*you-top truth-acc reveal-imp.pln

‘Reveal the truth!’
(57) Cengpwu-nun cinsil-ul palkhi-la.

government-top truth-acc reveal-imp.pln
‘Government should reveal the truth!’

English allows the pronoun you in sentences lacking a specific interlocutor. An exam-
ple is 58, on its reading with ‘generic you’ (it can also be used with a specific addressee).

(58) No swimming in your jeans.
We set aside the analysis of generic uses of the second-person pronoun.24 The differ-
ence between English, on the one hand, and Korean and Italian, on the other, may have
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24 We are not sure if generic pronouns are associated with c and the Interlocutor argument in the same way
as pronouns that refer to a specific interlocutor. There are many other complexities in the semantics of polite-
ness pronouns that we set aside. For example, the interaction among shiftable indexicality, politeness, and
specificity has not been studied in any detail, but we note that pronouns expressing politeness can sometimes
be shifted, for example in Amharic (Ruth Kramer, p.c.).

ii(i) Meriem to Ruth (Amharic)
Almaz lä-Girma ɨrswo bät’am rädʒdʒim näwot al-äcc.
Almaz to-Girma you.pol very tall are.2pol say-3fs.s

‘Almaz said to Girma you (polite) are very tall.’



to do with the relatively richer politeness information expressed by particles and pro-
nouns in the latter languages, or it may show that the use of the gerund to issue a prohi-
bition when there is no specific interlocutor is different in some way from the uses of
the Korean and Italian forms we are comparing it with.

Let us now turn to the second prediction. In our proposal, Interlocutor is an argument
of c and, when c binds a variable in the clause, its features are passed on to that variable.
We therefore predict that, in Korean, speech-style particles and second-person pro-
nouns always show the same value for the status feature. This is indeed the case. For ex-
ample, ne can cooccur with the intimate speech-style particle -e/a, because they both
convey that the speaker has higher social status or is the same age as the interlocutor;
but it cannot cooccur with the formal speech-style particle -supnikka, which conveys
that the speaker is either socially lower or younger than the interlocutor.

(59) a. *Ne pap mek-ess-e?
*you meal eat-pst-int.intim

‘Did you eat?’
b. *Ne siksaha-si-ess-supnikka?

*you have.meal-hon-pst-int.form
‘Did you eat?’

In other words, the speech-style particle and the pronoun need to express the same type
of relation between speaker and interlocutor-addressee.25

5.3. Relation to other work. We are not the first to argue that the notions of
speaker and addressee, and the relation between them, are sometimes encoded in syn-
tactic structure. Ross (1970) and other advocates of the performative hypothesis like
Sadock (1974) argued that each sentence contains a syntactic representation of the dis-
course participants. Building on Hale & Keyser 1999, Speas and Tenny (2003) suggest
that the pragmatic roles of discourse participants correspond to certain structural posi-
tions within what they call a SpeechAct Phrase; for them the configuration of speaker
and hearer within this projection gives rise to the illocutionary force of a sentence.
Haegeman and Hill (2013) build on Speas and Tenny’s proposal that speaker and hearer
are part of an articulated syntactic projection, though they dissociate it from the expres-
sion of force. In further work (Hill 2007a,b, 2013, 2014, Haegeman 2014) they propose
a different articulation of the speaker and addressee projections in order to analyze
vocatives and discourse particles expressing the speaker-addressee relation. Miyagawa
(2012) adopts Haegeman and Hill’s revisions of Speas and Tenny’s proposal in his
analysis of allocutive agreement in Souletin Basque and the politeness marker -mas in
Japanese. Zu (2013, 2015, 2018) adopts a Hearer Phrase and a Speaker Phrase to ac-
count for agreement with discourse participants in Jingpo, a Tibeto-Burmese language.
Among much other work along these lines, we also mention Kim-Renaud & Pak 2006
and Heim et al. 2014 as highly relevant to our proposals.
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The pronoun ɨrswo indicates Almaz’s politeness (not the actual speaker Meriem’s) toward the referent of
ɨrswo, either Ruth (unshifted) or Girma (shifted). In terms of our analysis, this means that the S component of
the status feature must shift, while the reference of the pronoun (and the A component of the status feature)
optionally shifts. Similarly, Baker and Alok (2019) point out that allocutive agreement is embeddable in Ma-
gahi, and that this correlates with indexical shift. Thus, the evidence from both Amharic and Magahi suggests
that the same properties that allow a verb to license a shiftable indexical sometimes also allow it to embed cP
with the [status] feature.

25 One could adopt a pragmatic explanation for these last facts: given that the pronoun and the particle en-
code the same feature, all tokens in a sentence would have to have the same value, since otherwise the utter-
ance would place incompatible requirements on the context. Even on this view, it is significant that they do
encode the same feature.



Our empirical domain is different, but our analysis is inspired by the insights of this
body of work. We do not adopt the label SpeechAct Phrase so as to make it clear that
(like Haegeman and Hill) we do not view this layer of structure as encoding illocution-
ary force. We also do not adopt the label Hearer or Addressee for the head c, because we
give it a meaning that encodes the relation between the speaker and the interlocutor, and
not simply features of the interlocutor. We choose ‘c’ as an abbreviation for ‘context’:
we view cP as the layer of structure that interfaces with the context of utterance (in con-
trast to CP, which is the interface between a matrix and an embedded clause).

Some of the work just cited has forcefully argued that the layer that interfaces with
the context has a more articulated structure. We have not presented cP that way, because
we wanted to focus on the syntactic representation of the relation between speaker and
interlocutor-addressee, abstracting away from other complexities that have been dis-
cussed in the literature. But our proposal is compatible with a more finely articulated ar-
chitecture of this layer of syntactic structure. For example, it is possible that speaker
and interlocutor operators are merged in the specifiers of two distinct heads (always, or
in some cases) and that the features of these two heads end up in one position as a result
of a syntactic or morphological operation, like head movement, spanning, or the like.

6. Possible extensions. Our analysis focuses on Korean speech-style particles and
politeness pronouns, but as we have emphasized, there are several other grammatical
patterns that express the relation between speaker and interlocutor-addressee or other
individuals. We have briefly discussed two of the most well studied of these in §1, the
Japanese politeness particle -mas and honorifics. Both appear to be closely related to
the elements we focus on here, but pose particular, interesting challenges: for -mas, the
fact that it can be embedded in some environments (though not freely), and for the hon-
orifics, the fact that they relate to individuals other than the speaker and addressee. We
now comment briefly on two other cases that can help us better understand the gram-
matical encoding of the speaker-interlocutor relation.

6.1. Politeness markers in basque. Basque is particularly interesting in the con-
text of our work because, similarly to Korean, it has both utterance-oriented and con-
tent-oriented markers of politeness. Both convey information on the relation between
speaker and interlocutor in a way that strengthens our claim that they are different man-
ifestations of a single status feature. Moreover, they differ in their distribution in ex-
actly the way that our analysis predicts.

Let us start with the content-oriented markers of politeness: second-person pronouns.
Basque has a so-called ‘familiar’ singular form (hi ‘you’) that, according to Hualde and
Ortiz de Urbina (2003:151), ‘is generally obligatory (a) between siblings, and (b) be-
tween close friends of the same sex and roughly the same age, particularly those who
have grown up together’. It can optionally be used with children, and when teasing,
cursing, or abusing (people or animals). Basque also has another form for the second
singular pronoun (zu ‘you’), which is used with addressees other than those just men-
tioned; as one of our referees points out, it is the discursively unmarked form.26 Basque
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26 Hualde and Ortiz de Urbina (2003:151) describe zu as the pronoun that is used to refer to an interlocutor
who is an adult of the opposite sex, a spouse, an older person, a parent, a person of higher status, God, or an
animal. They also point out that some eastern and southern varieties of Basque have more forms for the sec-
ond-person pronoun, expressing an intermediate level of intimacy, or a markedly superior status of the inter-
locutor. Interestingly, Oyharçabal (1993) points out that Eastern Basque dialects exhibit more forms for the
allocutive morpheme, too: in addition to the form that expresses that the speaker is on familiar terms with the
interlocutor, they also have a form that expresses the speaker’s deference toward the interlocutor.



also has utterance-oriented markers of politeness, namely allocutive morphemes, which
mark an addressee that is not an argument of the verb and convey information on its sta-
tus with respect to the speaker. We already saw an example in 7, where an allocutive
morpheme changes the shape of the auxiliary and conveys that the speaker is on famil-
iar terms with the addressee (someone that the speaker could refer to with the familiar
pronoun hi). As stated explicitly in Hualde & Ortiz de Urbina 2003, the allocutive
marker only conveys information about the relation between speaker and addressee, so
the sentence does not change in propositional content or information structure. What is
interesting for us is that allocutive markers like those in 7 express the same pragmatic
information that the familiar form of the pronoun conveys.

The fact that the allocutive marker and the familiar pronoun convey the same relation
between speaker and addressee calls for a unified analysis, centered around c. We can
view an allocutive morpheme as the morphological realization of c, or as a clitic that is
associated with the Interlocutor argument merged in the specifier of c. Moreover, along
the lines of our analysis of politeness pronouns in Italian, we can view a familiar sec-
ond-person pronoun in Basque as a noun phrase that is in a binding and agreement rela-
tion with c.

If the allocutive marker on the auxiliary is the morphological realization of c, or of the
argument that merges with c, it follows that it cannot be embedded: the status feature on
c expresses a kind of performative meaning that prevents it from being an appropriate
complement of a higher predicate. In contrast, we expect familiar second-person pro-
nouns to be able to occur in embedded contexts: they are syntactically bound by Inter-
locutor, via the c head, but their status feature is interpreted on c, and not on the pronouns.
Indeed, second-person pronouns can occur in embedded clauses.

Viewing the allocutive morpheme as a manifestation of c is in accord with several re-
cent analyses, which suggest implementations that are slightly different from one an-
other but always involve a layer of structure higher than TP. For example, Oyharçabal
(1993) suggests that it should be seen as a realization of C. Miyagawa (2012) builds on
this proposal, and on Speas & Tenny 2003 and Haegeman & Hill 2013, which argue that
the left-periphery of the clause contains a layer of structure that brings in information
about the speaker and addressee. In this framework, Miyagawa views the allocutive
morpheme as the head of the functional projection SpeechAct Phrase; this head probes,
finds as its goal the hearer argument, and enters an Agree relation with it. Haddican
(2015), addressing the morphological properties of allocutive markers, proposes that
we view them as clitics and think of them as related to vocatives (‘vocative clitics’). His
analysis views them as associated with the functional head Addressee, which he takes to
be in the left periphery of the clause, higher than T and lower than Fin. These analyses
share the intuition that the allocutive markers are in a functional head in the high pe-
riphery of the clause, above TP—the same intuition that we express by analyzing the
speech-style particles as the head c.

In sum, without going into the details of the proper analysis of Basque allocutive
marking, the fact that it expresses the same kind of information as the second-person
pronouns supports our proposal that content-oriented and utterance-oriented markers
should have a unified analysis.27 Moreover, allocutive markers have been given syntac-
tic analyses that strongly resemble the one we gave to speech-style particles in Korean.
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27 We thank a referee for helpful comments on this point, and for mentioning that further support comes
from diachrony: several dialects have lost the familiar/colloquial distinction in pronouns and agreement, and
this correlates with loss of allocutive marking.



This suggests that the claim that the relation between speaker and interlocutor is ex-
pressed in a status feature in c is valid beyond the case of Korean.

6.2. Vocatives. Vocatives are another way in which a grammar can express the rela-
tion between speaker and addressee. Focusing on English, Zwicky (1974) distinguishes
calls (e.g. Cabby, take me to Carnegie Hall! ), used to get the addressee’s attention, and
addresses (e.g. You must realize, honey, that we can’t keep meeting like this), used to
‘maintain or emphasize the contact between speaker and addressee’, and d’Avis and
Meibauer (2013), Haegeman and Hill (2013), Hill (2013), and Slocum (2016) all con-
firm that, in the languages they examine, addresses establish or reinforce the relation-
ship between speaker and addressee. These descriptions of the functions of vocatives fit
well with our semantic/pragmatic analysis; calls set the interlocutor ‘slot’ in the partici-
pant structure to the person called, and addresses highlight the social relation between
speaker and interlocutor. Interestingly, Slocum (2016:25) classifies the address terms
that occur in vocatives in categories that are reminiscent of those that have been pro-
posed for Korean speech-style particles: (i) formal, polite (Sir, Mr. President, Your
Honor, Professor Finer); (ii) informal, positive face (buddy, mom, bro, nicknames and
pet names); (iii) informal, neutral (Paul, Mr. Kline); (iv) informal, dismissive (chick,
kid ); (v) informal, pejorative (asshole, jerk, bitch).

Vocatives always refer to the addressee, and in this they resemble politeness pro-
nouns. Indeed, the most extensive recent analyses of vocatives contain the same com-
ponents we have used for the analysis of politeness pronouns: a person feature and a
feature that relates speaker and addressee. Hill (2013, 2014) argues that vocatives are
headed by a functional head endowed with a second-person feature and a feature [inter-
personal], and Slocum (2016) proposes that a vocative phrase is headed by a D that has
a second-person feature. For Hill and Slocum, these features are present in the vocative
phrase. For us, the person feature is present on both the c head and on the Interlocutor
argument; the [status] feature is present on c, and while we have not considered whether
it is present on Interlocutor as well, if Hill is correct, at least we can say that it is pres-
ent in that position when it hosts an overt vocative. In light of these proposals, we sug-
gest that we view a vocative phrase as the overt counterpart of the Interlocutor
argument that we have postulated to be present in all clauses with a specific addressee.

Support for viewing vocatives as merged in the specifier of c comes from their distri-
bution: Slocum (2016) convincingly argues that the projection that hosts vocatives can
only occur in root clauses. When vocatives occur in sentence-medial (rather than sen-
tence-initial) position, the word order is the result of movement. She follows Taglicht
(1984) in taking the location of the vocative to mark the edge of the focus domain and
proposes that what follows the vocative represents new information and is in FocusP,
whereas what precedes it represents old information and is in a topic phrase. Even when
a vocative appears to be in an embedded clause, it is really in the matrix clause.28 View-
ing vocatives as an overt version of the abstract Interlocutor argument allows us to
straightforwardly capture the fact that they are restricted to matrix clauses: cP cannot be
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28 Previous proposals associate vocatives with the high periphery of the clause, differing on their exact po-
sition. Some scholars view them as being structurally higher than the projections that make up CP. For exam-
ple, Moro (2003), Espinal (2013), and Hill (2014) view them as merged in a position higher than CP (Hill
points out that they occur higher than complementizers in Romanian main clauses, and higher than structures
with V2 in West Flemish). Other studies propose that vocatives are not structurally higher than all of the pro-
jections that make up CP. For example, Slocum (2016) analyzes vocatives as merged in a projection that is
higher than FocusP but lower than some of the projections that host topic phrases.



the argument of a higher predicate, as we have discussed, because it introduces a per-
formative, nonpropositional meaning.

Korean vocatives lend empirical support to the idea that vocatives merge with c.
They carry special particles (-ya, -ssi, -nim, etc.) that convey the same type of informa-
tion as speech-style particles. In fact, a vocative particle and a speech-style particle can
cooccur only if they express the same value for the speaker-interlocutor relation. For
example, only the vocative particles -ssi or -nim can cooccur with the polite speech-
style particle -eyo. This is because -ssi, for example, and -eyo have the same value for
the status feature. The fact that the values for the status feature must be the same on the
vocative and on the speech-style particle falls out from viewing the vocative as the ar-
gument that has merged in the specifier of c. The vocative particle -nim is compatible
with both the polite and the formal speech styles, which differ in the value of [formal]
but not [status]. Kim-Renaud & Pak 2006 also claims that Korean vocatives are in a
structural configuration where they agree with the speech-style particle.

Finally, let us mention some theoretical support for the idea that vocatives merge
with c. Haegeman and Hill (2013), Hill (2014), Haddican (2015), and Slocum (2016)
all explicitly draw a connection between vocatives and allocutive agreement in Basque,
pointing out that they both convey information about the relation between speaker and
addressee. In fact, Haddican (2015) analyzes the allocutive agreement morphemes of
Basque as vocative clitics. Reflecting on the similarities between his proposal and ours,
he suggests (p.c.) that we could view the markers of allocutive agreement in Basque as
clitics that are merged in the specifier of our cP as part of a ‘big DP structure’, where the
overt morpheme is a clitic and the associated noun phrase is a null argument, our Inter-
locutor. This would capture the similarities with vocatives, and also account for why al-
locutive clitics do not allow clitic doubling (differing from all other clitics in Basque):
they cannot cooccur with an overt coreferential DP because they cooccur with a covert
coreferential DP, namely Interlocutor.

7. Conclusion. In this work we make a number of novel empirical contributions.
ii(i) We emphasize the distinction originally made by Comrie (1976) and Harada

(1976) between the two types of elements that express the social relation be-
tween the speaker and another individual, what we call utterance-oriented
and content-oriented markers. We go beyond their discussions in observing
that these elements differ in their syntactic distributions: utterance-oriented
markers cannot be freely embedded, while content-oriented markers can be.

i(ii) We analyze the sentence-final particles of Korean and draw a distinction be-
tween markers of speech style and markers of clause type. We show that
whenever there is a marker of speech style, (a) the sentence requires the pres-
ence of an interlocutor and (b) it cannot be embedded. Conversely, when a
clause-typing marker is present, (a) the sentence does not require a specific
interlocutor and (b) it can be embedded.

(iii) Focusing on Italian, we show that pronouns expressing the relation between
speaker and addressee (content-oriented markers) require a specific inter-
locutor in the same way that the speech-style particles of Korean (utterance-
oriented markers) do.

We also make contributions to the theoretical understanding of the syntactic and se-
mantic representations of the addressee and of the speaker-addressee relation.

ii(i) We argue that sentences used with a specific interlocutor (what we call an
‘interlocutor-addressee’) and those used with a generic addressee or no ad-
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dressee at all are syntactically different. Only the former have a functional
layer that we label cP.

i(ii) We propose that the relation between speaker and interlocutor-addressee is
expressed via a feature [status] on the functional head c, the head of cP.

(iii) We develop a semantic and pragmatic analysis of the status feature and the
contribution of cP to the interpretation of a sentence. Not only does it encode
aspects of the social relation between speaker and interlocutor, but it also es-
tablishes those social relations in a designated component of the discourse
context, the participant structure, and in the common ground.

Finally, we propose an account of why utterance-oriented markers cannot be freely em-
bedded while content-oriented markers can be.

ii(i) We argue that cP cannot be the complement of a higher predicate because of
the type of meaning that it encodes.

i(ii) We treat the utterance-oriented markers as the overt realization of c, thus ex-
plaining why they do not occur in embedded clauses.

(iii) Building on Baker 2008 and Kratzer 2009, we propose that Interlocutor is
merged as a specifier of c, and we analyze content-oriented markers as bound
by it. Since the status feature is spelled out on the pronoun but interpreted in
c, we explain why content-oriented markers can be embedded.
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